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“Jazz's greatest living composer."  
 – The New York Times
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Wayne shorter, saxophone
one of the most influential saxophonists and composers in the pantheon of modern 
music, let alone jazz, Wayne Shorter is currently celebrating his 80th terrestrial 
year. regarded as a pioneer since his emergence in the 1950s, his trajectory 
has restlessly embodied continual exploration and unencumbered momentum. 
a generation of musicians and fans see and hear him as a humble master who 
created a timeless vocabulary – as vital as it is unbound.

Shorter won in four categories of the 2013 DownBeat international critics poll, 
taking honors for Jazz artist of the Year, top Soprano Saxophonist, top Jazz album for his latest 
release, and the Wayne Shorter Quartet was named this year’s top Jazz group. reviews of the 
quartet’s recent live performances are exercises in superlative overload. calling it “the most skillful, 
mutually attuned and fearlessly adventurous small jazz group on the planet,” The Guardian (uk) said 
that the quartet “celebrates humanity’s hope for harmony.”

recently re-signed to Blue Note records, Shorter released his first album in 43 years as a leader for 
the iconic label. Without A Net is a searing new album with his long-running quartet, featuring pianist 
danilo pérez, bassist John patitucci and drummer Brian Blade. the album is a nine-track musical 
thrill ride that consists of live recordings from their european tour in late 2011, the one exception 
being the 23-minute tone poem “pegasus,” which features the quartet with imani Winds recorded 
at Walt disney concert hall in Los angeles. the album features six new Shorter compositions as 
well as new versions of his tunes “orbits” (from miles davis’ Miles Smiles album) and “plaza real” 
(from the Weather report album Procession). the group also reinvents the title song from the 1933 
musical film Flying Down to Rio, which film buffs (such as Shorter) know as the first on-screen pairing 
of fred astaire and ginger rogers.

Danilo Pérez, piano
among the most influential and dynamic musicians of our time, grammy award 
winner danilo pérez’s distinctive blend of pan-american jazz (covering the music of the 
americas, folkloric and world music) has attracted critical acclaim and loyal audiences. 
Whether leading his own ensembles or touring with renowned jazz masters such as 
Wayne Shorter, roy haynes and Steve Lacy, he is making a decidedly fresh imprint on 
contemporary music, guided, as always, by his love for jazz. 

he has led his own groups since the early ’90s, and as bandleader has earned 
three grammy award nominations for his ebullient and innovative recordings. he has toured and/
or recorded with Jon hendricks, terence Blanchard, claudio roditi, paquito d'rivera, Wayne Shorter, 
Steve Lacy, Jack deJohnette, charlie haden, michael Brecker, Joe Lovano, tito puente, Wynton 
marsalis, John patitucci, tom harrell, gary Burton, and roy haynes, among others. 

pérez first attracted the spotlight as the youngest member of dizzy gillespie’s united Nations 
orchestra (1989-1992). this pivotal tenure solidified his command of the eclectic, post-bop Latin 
style and brought him to the forefront on gillespie’s grammy award-winning Live at the Royal Festival 
Hall (enja). he became the first Latin member of Wynton marsalis’ band and the first jazz musician 
to perform with the panama National Symphony orchestra.

currently, pérez serves as uNeSco artist for peace, artistic director of the Berklee global Jazz 
institute and artistic director of the panama Jazz festival. in previous years, he served as goodwill 
ambassador to uNicef and cultural ambassador to the republic of panama. 
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John Patitucci, bass
as a studio musician, John patitucci has played on 
countless albums with artists such as B.B. king, Bonnie 
raitt, chick corea, Wayne Shorter, herbie hancock, 
michael Brecker, george Benson, dizzy gillespie, Was (Not 
Was), dave grusin, Natalie cole, Bon Jovi, Queen Latifah, 
Sting and carly Simon. 

he has appeared throughout the world with his own band 
and with jazz luminaries chick corea, herbie hancock, Wayne Shorter, 
Stan getz, Wynton marsalis, Joshua redman, michael Brecker, randy 
Brecker, freddie hubbard, tony Williams, hubert Laws, mulgrew miller, 
James Williams, Sting, aaron Neville, Natalie cole, carole king, milton 
Nascimiento, astrud and Joao gilberto, airto and flora purim, ivan Lins, 
Joao Bosco and dori caymmi, among many others. 

he has worked with film composers Jerry goldsmith, ry cooder, James 
Newton howard, dave grusin, henry mancini, John Williams, mark isham, 
michel columbier, carter Burwell and howard Shore. 

Since 1985, his association with chick corea has brought him worldwide 
acclaim and put him at the forefront of the jazz world. his many recordings 
with chick corea's elektric Band and akoustic Band, his six solo recordings 
for grp records and his subsequent recordings have brought him two 
grammy awards (one for playing and one for composing) and more than 
15 grammy nominations. 

Wayne Shorter quartet // continued 

Brian Blade, drums
the multi-talented young veteran Brian Blade is widely 
respected in the jazz world as drummer/composer/leader 
of Brian Blade and the fellowship Band, with whom he 
has released three albums. he is also known as the 
drummer for many heroes of the music world, including 
daniel Lanois, Joni mitchell, Bob dylan, Wayne Shorter, 
Seal, Bill frisell and emmylou harris. 

his album Mama Rosa (2009) marks a lovingly crafted, emotionally 
affecting song cycle that's deeply rooted in a rich vein of personal 
experience, showcasing Blade as a soulful and expressive vocalist and a 
songwriter capable of rendering evocative stories that resonate with insight 
and empathy. Mama Rosa's organic musical palette features Blade's 
diverse talents on acoustic guitar and drums along with longtime friend 
and music maker champion daniel Lanois, guitarist goffrey moore, steel 
guitar virtuoso greg Leisz, bassist Jenny Lee Lindberg, singer/songwriters 
aaron embry, John Bigham, rocco deLuca and daryl Johnson, songstress 
kelly Jones, and fellowship Band members Jon cowherd, chris thomas 
and kurt rosenwinkel. in addition to Blade's original compositions, the 
album features a memorable adaptation of Brazilian music icon milton 
Nascimento's "faithful Brother" as well as the atmospheric instrumentals 
"all gospel radio" and "psalm 100."

Brian Blade lived in New orleans for seven years, studying with musical 
masters ellis marsalis, david Lee, Jr., Bill huntington, mike pellera, george 
french, germaine Bazzle, Steve masakowski and John mahoney. Since 
2000, he has been part of the Wayne Shorter Quartet with danilo pérez 
and John patitucci. 
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When we teach the “history of jazz” 
in the University, we too often place 
great artists in stasis, embedding 
them in particular places, times 
and genres. in a classroom or a 
textbook, you’ll learn that Wayne 
shorter’s compositions were a 
crucial part of the miles Davis 
Quintet’s avant-garde “post-bop” 
aesthetic and experimentation with 
electronic influences. You’ll also 
learn that shorter’s group Weather 
report would drive eclectic jazz 

innovation during the “fusion” movement of the 1970s and ’80s. 

indeed, shorter’s playing and composition during that period were 
both prolific and trailblazing, but this is the beginning of his story, not 
the end. in a career spanning over 60 years, Wayne shorter continues 
to explore and innovate as he challenges both himself and his audience. 
it’s tricky to write briefly about him, because his musical eclecticism is 
hard to reduce down to generalizations; words like “virtuosic”, “funky” 
and “serene” all accurately describe pieces of shorter’s style, but none 
of them really goes deep enough to get at the heart of his playing. 

christopher Wells on the Wayne Shorter Quartet

in preparing my introduction to Jazz students for this performance, 
i asked them to analyze the Wayne shorter Quartet’s performance of 
“Joy ryder” at the 2013 Panama Jazz festival. as an analytical exercise, 
i’m sure the task gave my students fits, for this performance resists 
being pinned down and reduced. it includes some of the cacophonous 
“outside playing” that novice jazz listeners often find difficult. But it 
also has a potent fusion of funk, latin and swing rhythms that seem to 
create a steady groove even as they remain slippery and unstable. for 
a jazz analyst, it’s maddening! for a listener, it’s sublime. 

Ultimately, i think “getting to the heart” of the Wayne shorter 
Quartet’s music isn’t about finding the right adjectives, but rather 
about entering into a space of deep listening with big ears and an open 
heart. as such, i hope this concert shows my students the limits of 
what i can teach them as they entrust their ears to a group of master 
musicians. When it comes to jazz music, words may begin the story, 
but they’re never its end.

christopher J. Wells is a Ph.D. candidate in Musicology at UNC and 
teaches for the departments of Music and African, African American,  
& Diaspora Studies. His dissertation is on swing-era drummer/bandleader 
Chick Webb and intersections between jazz and popular dance.
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